
 

 

SCOPE OF WORK  
 

Scope: Supply of a tyre mounted, telescopic boom crane along with its operator for a period 

of one year for execution of lifting jobs at NFL, Panipat site. 

Crane specification:  

 

*Capacity = 120 Ton (Min.) - 160 Ton (Max) 

*Boom length = 70 meter (with jib) min.  

* Crane shall have capacity to lift minimum 4.5 ton load at 65 m height at radius of 30 m. 
*Tyre mounted telescopic boom crane. 

* Crane make: Demag, Terex, Liebherr, Kato, Grove, Krupp, Manitowoc. 

*Model: Make of year 2002 or later. 

 

CONTRACTOR’S SCOPE 

 

1. Transportation of Crane from Party’s works to NFL Site. All expenditure, such as all 

risks insurance, consumable etc during transportation will be in the scope of contractor. 

2. Parking of crane in NFL premises and fixing the crane with outrigger and wooden planks 

packing etc. 

3. Shifting jobs: Shifting of material/equipment in plant at safe place as per direction of 

Engineer-in-charge. 

4. Operator: Party shall depute their well experienced appropriate valid license holder 

operator for safe operation of the Crane. 

5. Mobilization: Party shall have to provide crane along with accessory as required from 

their works to NFL site within 10 days of issue of LOI. 

6. Insurance: The contractor should have Comprehensive Insurance Policy including third 

party insurance for the crane to be deployed and shall submit the proof of having paid all 

the taxes, Insurance & Registration copy in respect of the crane along with quotation.  

7. Compliance of Motor vehicle act: The contractor shall be responsible for compliance 

with all statutory requirements including obligations and restrictions imposed under the 

Motor Vehicle Act, 1988 as amended up to date and applicable during the period of 

contract.  
8. Driving license: The driver/operator(s) of the crane to be deployed by the contractor 

should possess valid and effective driving license for the purpose of driving/operating the 

said crane and documentary proof of the same shall be submitted along with quotation. 

9. Load testing certificate: Contractor shall provide load testing certificate, issued by 

competent person as per Haryana factory act, along with quotation. 

10. Oil and lubricants: Oil, lubrication and any spares required for maintenance of crane 

during contract shall be in party’s scope. 

11. Accommodation: Party shall arrange accommodation itself for stay of their operator 

during contract period. No responsibility of NFL for accommodation. 

12. Crane details: Party shall provide details of crane, along with its model, to be deployed 

for execution of plant jobs along with quotation. 

13. Extension of hiring period:  In case of extension for hiring period of crane, charges for 

crane for every extra day shall be on pro rata basis, as per rate in sr. no 1 of SOR. 

14.  Breakdown: No payment shall be made for the period of non-availability of the crane in 

case of any break down in crane during its operation in NFL, Panipat unit. Deduction 

shall be levied on prorata basis (1 day = 10 hrs, during working period), as per rates in sr. 

no 1 of SOR. 

 



 

15. Log book: A log sheet shall be maintained at NFL site and duly signed by NFL engineer 

and party’s representative.  

16. Commencement of hiring period: Commencement of hiring of crane shall start from 

date of start of contract and by start of contract crane should reach at NFL, Panipat site 

 

 

NFL SCOPE 

 

17. Diesel: NFL shall provide diesel consumed by crane in NFL, Panipat unit premises 

during execution plant jobs. Crane’s diesel tank level shall be checked at the time of its 

entry in NFL Panipat unit and same diesel level shall be maintained in Crane’s diesel 

tank before leaving from NFL Panipat unit. 

18. Rigger, tool and tackles: Rigger, sling, D- shackles required for the lifting of jobs shall 

be in the scope of NFL, Panipat. 


